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Ghost imaging is a quantum optics technique that uses correlations between two beams to reconstruct an
image from photons that do not interact with the object being imaged. While pairwise (second-order)
correlations are usually used to create the ghost image, higher-order correlations can be utilized to improve
the performance. In this Letter, we demonstrate higher-order atomic ghost imaging, using entangled
ultracold metastable helium atoms from an s-wave collision halo. We construct higher-order ghost images
up to fifth order and show that using higher-order correlations can improve the visibility of the images
without impacting the resolution. This is the first demonstration of higher-order ghost imaging with
massive particles and the first higher-order ghost imaging protocol of any type using a quantum source.
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Ghost imaging is an unconventional imaging method
from quantum optics [1,2], which uses two correlated
beams of photons. One beam interacts with the object,
after which the arrival time (only) of each photon from the
beam is detected on a “bucket” detector. The second photon
from each pair, which never interacts with the object, is
detected with full 3D spatial and temporal resolution on a
multipixel detector. Using the correlations between the two
beams, the image of the object can be reconstructed. While
the technique was first theoretically proposed [3,4] and
experimentally demonstrated [5,6] using light, it has since
been extended to x rays [7,8], cold atoms [9], and electrons
[10], along with a recent proposal involving neutrons [11].
The correlated nature of ghost imaging means that in
certain circumstances, such as for weakly absorbing objects
[12] or at low light levels [13,14], it can outperform
conventional imaging. Ghost imaging has applications in
a number of areas including optical encryption [15–17],
improved telecommunications [18], and remote sensing
[19,20], while the storage and retrieval of ghost images in
atomic vapor cells [21] offers further potential applications.
It also has the potential to reduce the dosage rates in
imaging [22] and tomography [23] using radiation where
potential damage to the sample from the radiation is a
concern, such as x rays.
There are two distinct types of ghost imaging that have
been demonstrated. Thermal or classical ghost imaging
uses thermal or pseudothermal light, relying on semi-
classical Hanbury Brown–Twiss (HBT) correlations to
produce the images. In contrast, quantum ghost imaging
uses a quantum source of correlated pairs, which for
photons is usually spontaneous parametric down-conver-
sion (SPDC). Although the SPDC pairs are entangled,
entanglement is not necessary for ghost imaging [24,25],
although the performance of the imaging by some measures
may be improved with entanglement [26].
While the majority of ghost imaging implementations
utilize pairwise (second-order) correlations, the basic
schemes can be extended to employ higher-order correla-
tions between more particles by incorporating additional
detectors into the setup. This has been shown to improve
the quality of key imaging parameters such as the visibility
and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) [27,28], as well as the
resolution [29], when implemented for ghost imaging with
thermal light, due to the contribution ofN-photon bunching
[30]. However, due to the lower probability of higher-order
correlated events being detected, in practical cases such
improvements do not necessarily translate to performance
gains over second-order ghost imaging when additional
imaging improvements such as background subtraction are
taken into account [31]. The use of higher-order correla-
tions to enhance the performance of ghost imaging is
similar to the increase in visibility of multiphoton inter-
ference from thermal light via higher-order correlations
[32]. However, despite extensive work on higher-order
thermal ghost imaging, to the best of our knowledge there
has been no demonstration of higher-order ghost imaging
for quantum light. This is partly because the relatively small
two-photon bunching amplitude for thermal ghost imaging
limits the achievable visibility to one-third, meaning that
significant improvements are attainable using higher-order
ghost imaging.
Here we demonstrate higher-order ghost imaging using
correlated pairs of ultracold metastable helium (He*) atoms
[33] from an s-wave scattering halo of two colliding Bose-
Einstein condensates [34,35]. As shown in our previous
work [9], by imposing a mask on one of the atoms in each
pair we construct ghost images using the time correlations
between those atoms and their corresponding correlated
partners that are detected with full 3D resolution. In
addition to the two-atom correlations due to pairwise
scattering, there is a complex hierarchy of higher-order
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correlations in the halo [36], and we use these to construct
higher-order ghost images up to fifth order. The quality of
the resulting images was characterized via the visibility and
resolution, with higher-order imaging able to improve the
visibility at no detriment to resolution.
The experimental procedure is similar to our previous
method for second-order ghost imaging [9], with the
starting point being a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC)
of ≈106 helium atoms in themJ ¼ þ1 sublevel of the long-
lived 23S1 metastable state [37], confined in a magnetic
trap. A Raman pulse transfers nearly all atoms into the
untrapped mJ ¼ 0 state, while also imparting a momentum
ofK ¼ − ffiffiffi2p k0zˆ in the downwards direction (with gravity),
where k0 ¼ 2π=λ and λ ¼ 1083.2 nm is the wavelength of
the Raman laser. The untrapped BEC is then split into 12
momentum components, also in the zˆ direction, by a
second diffraction pulse operating in the Kapitza-Dirac
regime [9]. Each pair of BECs in adjacent momentum
components then collide, producing a spherical halo with a
radius (in the momentum space frame of reference centered





pairs of back-to-back correlated [34,36] and entangled [38]
atoms, analogous to the pairs of photons produced from a
SPDC source in quantum optics. Each of the 11 scattering
halos has a radial Gaussian width of w ≈ 0.03kr, with an
average mode occupancy varying from n ¼ 0.002ð2Þ to
n ¼ 0.08ð1Þ across the halos, depending on the relative
fraction of BEC atoms in each momentum mode. The
multiple halos technique is used to reduce our data
acquisition time, with the ghost imaging implemented
for each halo separately. Within each halo there are
correlations due to both the scattering collision and HBT
style multiparticle interference (see Ref. [36] for details). In
general, the higher orders have a higher degree of corre-
lation, as measured by the amplitude of the relevant Nth
order correlation function gðNÞBB [36], which represents the
probability of finding atoms on directly opposed sides of
the halo compared to anywhere else (see Refs. [36,39] for
full definitions).
The halos fall under gravity ≈850 mm onto a multi-
channel plate and delay-line detector, while also expanding
during the fall time. This detector allows the full 3D
position of the atoms at the detector, corresponding to
the atomic momenta in the collision halo, to be measured
with an x, y resolution of ∼120 μm and a z resolution of
∼12 μm (≡3 μs in arrival time) [40]. The detector is
divided in half centered on the halo, with one-half assigned
as the bucket port and the other the “multipixel” port (see
Fig. 1). A software mask [41] is imposed on the bucket
port, so that only atoms in a defined region (the open area of
the mask) are recorded. All spatial information of these
bucket port atoms is then discarded, with only their arrival
times retained. In the basic scheme of second-order
ghost imaging, for each of these bucket port atoms (which
have momentum k ¼ kxxˆþ kyyˆ þ kzzˆ), any atom in the
multipixel port that arrives within a time interval set by the
correlation length of the scattered pairs (lcorr ≈ 0.03kr [36],
defined as the width of the volume in momentum
space where the correlation function is peaked [39])
centered around −kzzˆ is then added to the ghost image.
The image is created from all correlated ghost image atoms
across all 11 halos from ∼45 000 different experimental
runs. Figure 2(a) shows a sample image of a mask of the
letters “ANU.”
For Nth-order ghost imaging the procedure is similar,
with N total atoms for each detection event distributed
in some particular combination around kzzˆþ Δz and
−kzzˆþ Δz, with all jΔzj < lcorr. If this condition is met
FIG. 1. Schematic of atomic higher-order ghost imaging. A
halo (gray-shaded ring) of back-to-back correlated atoms is
produced via pairwise s-wave collisions to produce correlated
atoms with momenta k and −k. The detector is divided in two,
with atoms on the bucket port side of the halo passed through a
mask (here ANU), with only the arrival times of atoms that pass
through recorded and all spatial information of these atoms
discarded. These arrival times are then correlated with the arrival
times of atoms in the image port, which are measured with full 3D
resolution, to match groups of 2, 3, 4, or 5 atoms around k and
−k, depending on the order of ghost imaging being used. The x
and y components of these image port atoms form the ghost
image. Insets show how higher-order imaging can improve the
visibility: when an additional correlated atom (green dot in upper
inset) beyond the first one (blue dot) is detected in the bucket
port, the location of the second atom will most likely lie within a
correlation length lcorr of the first one, although it must also pass
through the mask, so the red shaded regions outside the mask
open area are excluded. An atom detected in the image port,
which is correlated with both bucket port atoms, is thus most
likely to lie within the radius of the correlation length of the
corresponding position of both of these (small dashed circles).
This restricts image port atoms to a smaller area (indicated in
cyan) than the area they could be found if there was only one
correlated atom in the bucket port (either the large blue or green
dashed circles). This makes the image atoms more likely to be
located in the corresponding image region, rather than outside it,
thus improving the visibility.
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then all atoms around −kzzˆ are added to the image. Each N
has different possible combinations with varying degrees of
correlation [36]. For example, in third-order ghost imaging
one atom is always in each of the mask and the image, with
the choice for the extra atom to be added to either port.
Higher order extensions follow the same pattern. The two
third-order cases are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), while the
fourth-order case of three atoms in the image and one in the
mask is shown in Fig. 2(d).
To quantitatively analyze and compare the performance
of the different ghost imaging schemes, two widely
used measures were calculated for each case: the visibility
and the resolution. A rectangle mask of dimensions
ð0.22 × 0.18Þkr was used for both, to simplify the analysis.
The visibility V is defined as
V ¼ I − B
I þ B : ð1Þ
I is the total number of atoms in the region of the ghost
image corresponding to the open area of the mask on the
opposite side of the halo, while B is the total number of
atoms in the halo in the rest of the ghost image. The non-
halo regions, where almost no atoms will be found, are
excluded. Both I and B are normalized individually by the
size of their respective areas.
The experimentally measured visibility for 8 different
ghost imaging cases is shown in Fig. 3, representing all
combinations up to fifth order (the two cases of fifth order
with 1 and 2 atoms in the image are not shown, as there
were insufficient counts to produce a meaningful image).
As the plot shows, the best visibility for each order N is
achieved for one atom in the image port and the rest in the
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 2. A selection of atomic ghost images created using a transmission mask comprising the letters ANU. There is only one case
(a) for second-order ghost imaging, consisting of 1 atom in each port (1I , 1B). In contrast, for three-atom ghost imaging there are two
configurations, with either (b) two atoms in the image port (2I , 1B) or (c) two atoms in the bucket port (1I , 1B). Higher orders have
correspondingly more possible configurations, of which one is shown (d) for four atoms, with three of these atoms detected in the image
port (3I , 1B). The background semicircular arc corresponding to the halo is visible in each image and is due to random, uncorrelated
atoms. The scale of the images is given in terms of the collisional recoil momentum kr, while the number of atoms in each pixel is shown
by the color bars for each image. All images are the result of ∼45 000 experimental runs, and the increasingly stringent correlation
criteria means that each image (a) to (d) has fewer total counts than the previous, leading to case (c) appearing less clear by eye than case
(b), despite the calculated visibility being higher.
FIG. 3. The experimentally measured (circles) and numerically
simulated (bands) visibilities for a range of different types and
orders (N) of ghost imaging, with labels showing the number of
atoms in the image (I) and bucket (B) ports, represented in the
diagrams for the 3 atom cases. Blue visibilities are for the optimal
cases, with one atom in the image port and the rest in the bucket
(mask) port, with the reverse cases shown in yellow (green points
are for intermediate cases). Error bars show the variance in
intensity, due to shot-to-shot variations in B and I.
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mask (blue points). For these cases V increases with N,
while for the opposite case (one atom in the mask and the
rest in the image) shown in yellow, V decreases with N.
Intermediate cases (green) lie in between. The insets in
Fig. 1 show schematically how higher-order ghost imaging
can improve the visibility by increasing the overlap of the
detection event locations and the mask.
In both extreme cases (blue and yellow in Fig. 3), the
degree of correlation is the same. However, for higher-order
schemes some intermediate (green) configurations are more
correlated (e.g., for fourth order the 2I, 2B case has a higher
degree of correlation than the other cases). This implies that
the change in V is not primarily due to an increased degree
of correlation, but the relative number of atoms in the image
port and bucket port is more important. In the best case,
more atoms in the mask increases the probability that the
only atom in the image will be a correlated hit and not a
background atom, as the atoms in the mask are limited to a
smaller area. In contrast, there is a much larger area where
atoms in the image port can possibly fall, and thus more
background atoms are included. The trend of the extreme
cases is similar to that observed with optics for multiphoton
interference [32].
This interpretation of extra atoms in the image port
increasing B, and this effect being more dominant than
the relative bunching amplitude, is supported by numerical
simulations [39]. The visibilities generated for our exper-
imental parameters are shown as yellow and blue bands in
Fig. 3, which agree well with the experimental results.
Importantly, the simulations show that while an increased
bunching amplitude gðNÞBB does improve visibility, for
gðNÞBB ∼ 7 this effect starts to saturate, whereas increasing
lcorr always decreases the visibility. For the values of n in our
experiments, gðNÞBB > 10 and thus the optimal visibility is
always with the maximum number of atoms in the
bucket port.
The other image quality measure implemented was the
resolution, which depends on the finite correlation length of
the correlated atoms [9]. Tomeasure the resolution the ghost
image of a ð0.22 × 0.18Þkr size rectangle for each case is
integrated along the y axis. A 1DGaussian convolved with a
top-hat function of the size of the squaremaskwas then fitted
to the data and the width of the fitted Gaussian σ, which
corresponds to the resolution of the image, extracted.
Themeasured resolutions for the different cases are shown
in Fig. 4, alongwith some sample plots showing the raw data.
For all cases themeasured resolution is close to lcorr. There is
also little difference in the resolution for the different ghost
imaging methods, although the resolution for higher-order
cases with more atoms in the image may be slightly worse.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated higher-order
ghost imaging with atoms up to fifth order, the first such
demonstration with massive particles and the first higher-
order ghost imaging experiment using a quantum source, to
the best of our knowledge. The visibility was seen to
improve with higher orders for the cases with only 1 atom
in the image port while the reverse occurred for cases with
only one atom in the mask, although in higher-order cases
this can result in a small number of atoms in the resultant
image. In all cases the resolution did not change signifi-
cantly. Our demonstration paves the way to improve the
visibility of thermal atomic ghost imaging using higher-
order correlations. This could yield images with improved
visibility at lower dosage rates to the sample being imaged
for damage sensitive applications such as atomic ghost
lithography, similar to the demonstrations with x-ray ghost
imaging [7] and tomography [23]. By extending the higher-
order atomic ghost imaging scheme presented here, com-
plex fundamental tests of quantum mechanics with massive
particles could also be possible, such as multiatom entan-
glement [42] or Bell’s inequality measurement schemes
[43] using 3 or more particles.
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